1. PT National College is the first in Australia to deliver the NEW and most current Fitness Qualifications. Be ahead of the rest by studying a SIS30315 Certificate III in Fitness; SIS40215 Certificate IV in Fitness; and SIS50215 Diploma of Fitness. Don’t be outdated by old Fitness courses!

2. Enrol in a course with PT National and you will gain access to your very own PT Portal consisting of an instructional video library with over 2000 exercises. Use this resource as a tool to train your clients with the most current training techniques. We take you to all levels of training from fundamentals through to advanced and specialised training methods. The first of its kind in Australia!

3. PT National teaches future fitness professionals in the same manner that the Fitness Industry trains their clients. Study in our Flexible Online Mode of Learning and at its completion book into a One on One or small-group practical session with your PT National tutor at our College Campus. Bringing the PT model into Education!

4. State of the art College Campus based on 21st Century learning. Our agile learning spaces are designed to provide a functional and innovative practical learning environment. Learners are guaranteed that everything within the College Campus changes each day to meet the individual needs of its learners and reminds us that learning can be fun as well as functional. Each day will be different on Campus!

5. PT National’s Live.Learn.Fitness® work placement turns theory into practice as you gain experience in the industry, guided by your fitness mentor. Take the opportunity to demonstrate all the skills in your PT Toolbox so that you can become one of Australia’s Fitness Ambassadors®.